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Beeing and Time

A Kiss of Chemoreception, A Taste of Trophallaxis
(and the Bug in Dasein’s Mouth)

Virgil W. Brower

Illinois bees ... They're damn near retarded.
They're crawling all over the ground.

~ Jeff Snowbarger

The philosopher is ... the animal on a level
with the surface – a tick or a louse.

~ Gilles Deleuze

Globe, laisse faire ta fourmi.

~ Victor Hugo

In sections (embedded, bored into, on or just under the skin) of Jacques Derrida’s ‘Typewriter Ribbon’, there are prehistoric memory traces. He is discussing a passage from Rousseau’s Confessions, at the intersection of ‘quasi-incest’ and pleasure: ‘No, I tasted pleasure, but I knew not what invincible sadness poisoned its charm. I was as if I had committed an incest’.

At this point something starts bugging Derrida. Two insects swarm and interrupt him, invoking associations on time, memory, death, and pleasure.

A few years ago, when I was reading these pages of Rousseau for a seminar ..., a prodigious archive had just been exhumed ... In layers of fauna and flora were found, protected in amber ... the cadaver of an insect surprised by death, in an instant, by a geological or geothermal catastrophe, at the moment at which it was sucking the blood of another insect, some fifty-four million

---

years before humans appeared on earth. Fifty-four million years before humans appeared on earth, there was once upon a time an insect that died, its cadaver is still visible and intact, the cadaver of someone who was surprised by death at the instant it was sucking the blood of another! ... It is one thing to know the sediments, rocks, plants that can be dated to this timeless time ... It is another thing to refer to a singular event, to what took place one time, one time only, in a nonrepeatable instant ... at some stigmatic point of time in which it was in the process of taking its pleasure sucking the blood of another animal, just as it could have taken it in some other way, moreover ... There are many things on earth that have been there since fifty-four million years before humans ... but rarely in the form of the archive of a singular event and, what is more, of an event that happened to some living being, affecting a kind of organized individual, already endowed with a kind of memory, with project, need, desire, pleasure, jouissance, and aptitude to retain traces.5

The event infects us. The event arrives ‘at some stigmatic point’ in time as insect. It *insects* the reader and cuts-in as an ‘insexion’.6 Evental insexion *infects* the reader as it *infects* time; ever bugging us, here and now. A singular event captures the trace of an insect that, as a ‘living’ ‘someone’ with a relation to death, possesses the aptitude to retain traces and this trace-of-retaining-traces comes about as a prehistoric bug sucking the fluids of another; a singularity of two, beyond individuality. This story bursts into ‘Typewriter Ribbon’ as a jagged cut and seems a bit out of place in the text. Derrida quickly follows it with, ‘T don’t know why I am telling you this’. Yet the page proofs came to read ‘J’étais comme si j’avais commis un inceste. [I was as if I had committed an incest]’.7 Yet the page proofs came to read ‘J’étais comme si j’avais commis un insecte. [I was as if I had committed an insect]’. With an admirable intersection of autobiographical associations (perhaps just as much heterothatographical associations), he *thinks* he tells the story of ambered insects because he, too, once upon a time, was compelled to make the move from prehuman to human; from insect to the dead, from insect to incest. He had ‘to rectify and to normalize’ this ‘perfect anagram (incest/insecty’ and, hence, return ‘from insect to incest, retracing the whole path, the fifty-four million years that lead from the blood-sucking animal to the first man of the *Confessions*’.8

If I may cut in... The texts smack of another link between the ambered insects and this passage from Rousseau. These sentences that set his insect in motion, themselves, have another section. Like an unconscious repetition-compulsion, Derrida seems yet again to dissect and separate Rousseau’s text which succored his ancient story of a vampire insect at the very moment that he explains and confesses his primal dissection and normalization of the same text back in 1967 (almost an ingenious performance of the autoimmunity of memory and confession). Before the memory of two memories and ‘after the fact’ of associating the Rousseau text with one, there is a more direct link of the *pleasures* between them. Between Rousseau’s taste of pleasure [*je goûter le plaisir*] and Derrida’s description of an insect ‘taking its pleasure sucking’ there is an almost forgotten trace of gustative phenomena shared between an insect over fifty-four million years old and the first man of the *Confessions*.

One should keep the orality of this sucking insect, at least fifty-four million years old, in mind while recalling one of Derrida’s earliest discussions of a trace ‘older than “history”’... ‘older’ than sense and the senses’ and possibly ‘more “ancient”’ than what is primordial.9 Yet the immemorial trace is, apparently, not older than all the senses. Derrida describes it as a trace ‘older than seeing, hearing, and touching...

---


The chemoreceptive senses of taste and smell somehow do not quite fit in (an uncanny and symptomatic Continental philosopheme that can also be found in Kant and Heidegger, discussed below). They are more often cut-out than allowed to cut-in; difficult to insect and easier to section-out. This divergent note in ‘Typewriter Ribbon’ uncovers the flimsy, yet solemn, possibility that this trace memory of prehistoric insects may have something to do with why Derrida keeps from implicating the chemoreceptions in the metaphysics of history, presence, and the senses in *Speech and Phenomena*. The question would remain, however: how could something be older than touch [*le toucher*] and not older than taste? There would be no latter without the former. Would there not? At least, there would be no taste without a certain kind of touch or contact, a phenomenal fact that would be (we shall see, below) much more apparent to insects than to humans.

The trace of an oral sensation survives the infectious prehuman and the incestuous all too human. A living someone endowed with the aptitude to retain memory traces is, as such and since time immemorial, a living someone endowed with the aptitude to take pleasure in tasting and sucking. The event of a tasting-insect and the taste of pleasure with that insect’s relation (as both a tasting-someone and a sucking-someone) to the world, death, and others is something to which we must return. In doing so, we move beyond the pleasure-taste ever limited to the human tongue as taste-organ (which Rousseau’s poetic confession seems already to insinuate).

For Heidegger, ‘insects have an exemplary function within the problematic of biology’. He does not explicitly state what the exemplary function is, but one can discern a similar role of insects in Freud as well who, in questioning an overall animality distinct from human beings, lists three exemplary insect communities before over-determining them as ‘animal States’. Following Freud’s explanation of the repressive ruthlessness of culture, Chapter VII of *Civilization and Its Discontents* begins:

> Why do our relatives, the animals [*die Tiere*], not exhibit any such cultural struggle? We do not know. Very probably some of them – the bees, the ants, the termites [*die Bienen, Ameisen, Termiten*] – strove for thousands of years before they arrived at the State institutions [staatlichen Institutionen], the distribution of functions and the restrictions on the individual, for which we admire [bewundern] them to-day … we know from our own feelings [Empfindungen] that we should not think ourselves happy [glücklich] in any of the roles assigned in any of these animal States [Tierstaaten] …

Though he will move on to include other ‘animal species’ [andere Tierarten] at this point in the discussion, these primitive political entities to which he is referring are not so much ‘animal States’ as explicitly insect States; less Tierstaaten, than Insektenstaaten. This synecdochal generalization (on the verge of a fallacy of composition) from bees, ants, and termites to the animal kingdom on the whole is fragrant of a kind of exemplarity Heidegger grants insects with regards to animals and to biology on the whole. Freud continues:

> we should not think ourselves happy in any of these animal States or in any of the roles assigned in them to the individual … It may be that in primitive man a fresh access of libido kindled a renewed burst of activity [Vorstößen] on the part of the destructive instinct [Destruktionstriebes]. There are many questions here to which as yet there is no answer.

The collective-living and state-apparatus of insects is unhampered by culture and this is to be admired, if not adored; bewundern. However, this comes at the cost of a kind of collective dreariness condemned ever to a kind of individual unhappiness. One reason Freud suggests for the difference between insect politics and human politics is that humans may have access to new energies from destructive drives. The admirable yet impossible political state comes about because bees, ants, and termites have little to no access to such energies and perhaps possess nothing resembling a death drive.

---

12 Derrida, *Speech and Phenomena*, 103; *La Voix et le phénomène* (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1967), 116. This book was published the same year as *Of Grammatology*, the text on which Derrida is reminiscing in ‘Typewriter Ribbon’.


15 A similar strategy can be found near the end of Part Five of René Descartes’ *Discourse on the Method of Rightly Conducting One’s Reason and Seeking the Truth in the Sciences* where flies and ants stand in for beasts in general: ‘there is none that leads weak minds further from the straight path of virtue than that of imagining that the souls of beasts are of the same nature as ours, and hence that after this present life we have nothing to fear or to hope for, any more than flies or ants. But when we know how much the beasts differ from us, we understand much better…’; *The Philosophical Writings of Descartes*, vol. 1, trans. John Cottingham, Robert Stoothoff, & Dugald Murdoch (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 141 (italics added).


17 Note that in this passage, Freud does not say that insects have no such destructive drives but only that humans may have kindled new outbursts of activity by virtue of
In one of his most political texts, *Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego*, Freud explains in detail the process of identification by which diverse group desires are projected onto a single political leader. This also entails certain aspects of sublimation, sexual latency, as well as over-determining (or cathecting) the leader, as one does a mate, lover, or love-object. Once again, he appeals to bees to explain the transformation: ‘There must therefore be a possibility of transforming group psychology into individual psychology ... just as it is possible for bees in case of necessity to turn a larva into a queen instead of into a worker’. The method by which some insects seem to choose a new queen (e.g., among some ants) has to do with the way she smells; a chemoreception that one study calls ‘chemical communication’ which would be comparable to taste on the insect level (discussed in more detail, below). If only in hypothetical amber, there would have been millions of insurrections within prehistoric insect-politics based on chemoreceptive identification with the living queen prior to Freud’s inaugural and parricidal anthropoid-politics based on the eating of the dead father.

The cooperative sects of insects supplement Freud’s interest in politics and group psychology. This emerges again in one of his scant discussions on telepathy, alluding to the possible psychic capabilities of insects. In his lecture called ‘Dreams and Occultism’, which was never delivered to an audience, he writes:

> It would seem to me that psycho-analysis, by inserting the unconscious between what is physical and what was previously called ‘psychical’, has paved the way for the assumption of such processes as telepathy. If only one accustoms oneself to the idea of telepathy, one can accomplish a great deal with it – for the time being, it is true, only in imagination. It is a familiar fact that we do not know how the common purpose comes about in the great insect communities: possibly it is done by means of a direct psychical transfusion of this kind. One is led to the suspicion that this is the original, archaic method of communication between individuals and that in the course of phylogenetic evolution it has been replaced by the better method of giving information with the help of signals which are picked up by the sense organs.

This distinction Freud suggests between communication by telepathic transfusion of thoughts and that by ‘signals’ picked up by ‘sense organs’ must be reconsidered alongside the chemoreceptive and communicative capacities of the insect world.

---


It is misleading to use the word *taste* in a discussion of insects (or even some amphibians). To do so always falls prey to a kind of hominization or anthropomorphism, since taste is strictly an oral phenomenon limited to the tongue in humans. This is why some neurobiologists forsake the term *taste* for the more precise term *contact chemoreception*. Contact chemoreception would be, for lack of a better term, among the insect's sense of taste. Insects can taste or, better, receive chemical stimuli upon physical contact, with various parts of the body. Bees, for example, do not only 'taste' with their mouthparts (the proboscis and antennae) but also with gustatory receptors located on their legs, thorax, abdomen, and even parts of their wings. If, as Edmund Husserl suggests, 'the entire surface of the [human] body serves as a touch surface, and the [human] body itself is a system of touch organs', then it is perhaps not unhelpful to consider that much of the surface of the insect body serves as a 'taste' surface and the insect body itself is a system of 'taste' organs; tiny scuttling tongues that crawl or fly.

When Freud speaks of telepathy he means the transference of a thought, which, perhaps, could include the transference of a memory. A recent study tries to make the case that a communication of information from one ant to another, which it calls 'associative olfactory memory', appears to take place in various ant colonies that participate in cooperative foraging. The latter is a mouth-to-mouth exchange of food called *trophallaxis*, which, apart from the sharing of food, also plays a role in the recognition of nestmates. (For the taste of all mates is no small matter.) Certain worker ants remain close to the base while foragers scavenge elsewhere for food. It is brought to the workers and exchanged by sipping it mouth to mouth. The study suggests that *trophallaxis* allows 'an ant in the nest to access information related to an unknown source recently visited by a nestmate'. The idea is that the feeding ant not only ingests food, but that the taste of the food is accompanied by the transference of an olfactory memory that allows the receiving ant, once fed, to locate the source of the food even though it has never been to that source. The memory of scent does not come from smelling that scent but rather tasting it with direct contact. Taste precedes, if not creates, memory. The experiment placed ants in a maze whereby those fed, after *trophallaxis*, could locate the food and *most* of those not fed could not. The neurology of this study seems a bit lacking and the experimenters' use of the word 'memory' sounds a bit equivocal and tendentious. But should it not also be considered (though the experimenters do not) that the nest ant, as it *trophallacts*, not only tastes the taste of the food but also the taste of the foraging ant, itself? The feeder is as much in contact with the other ant as with the food and the forager shares its selftaste as much as the provisions. The point would be that the transference, of sorts, alleged to occur in insect communities may have something to do with their expanded sense of taste (which is not confined to their mouthparts) and their constant contact with one another.

As such, ants disclose the possibility of thought transference between those who taste one another or even the possible link between a memory and the act of saying-words-to-one'self, which would immediately associate those words with the taste of one's own mouth or teeth. *Comme si entre deux fourmis algériennes*, Cixous and Derrida seem to transfer thoughts with one another as they taste one another in uncanny writings on ants, taste, and telepathy. Two scuttling hyperdreamers find themselves...
connected like foraging *fourmis*, who read*stance* not only what the other writes, but what the writing of the other is saying. Between the two, analysis ‘flutters’ through the air like ‘pollen’ as they recount their dreams to one another with a greediness for *tastetexts*. Could a transference of thought come about as one says—*or even thinks*—to oneself the words of another (said by another), which simultaneously tastes self and other; one’s selftaste and the other’s words (and hence tastes of the other)? As such, Derrida trophallacts the reader as he delivers his ‘note’ that ‘*all words are ants*’. These two Algerian ants discover how reading, as such, is a trophallact of *tastetexts*. Positing the human tongue that both tastes and speaks (and which simultaneously tastes its own selftaste while speaking) with the contact chemoreceptive legs of certain insects, consider the remarkable comment by Merleau-Ponty that an aphasic patient ‘cuts himself off from his voice as certain insects sever one of their own legs’. The bee in Dasein’s ear is the very possibility by which the aphasic moves beyond the mere auto-affection of hearing-onself-speak to a non-speaking tongue that can now focus on one’s constant chemoreceptive contact with oneself, to the auto-affection of tasting-onself-not-speak as a bee-ing beyond Being that communicates (even if it no longer speaks ‘human’ or Dasein) only insofar as it wags,licks, and flies with wings that taste. If, as Giorgio Agamben suggests, it is perhaps time to call into question the prestige that language [*linguaggio*] has enjoyed and continues to enjoy in our culture, perhaps such a call needs to do more than simply demote it to a level ‘no more efficacious than the signals insects exchange [non è più efficace dei segnali che si scambiano gli insetti]’. Instead, perhaps it is time to further investigate the efficacy of chemoreceptive signals among insects (if they are ‘signals’) in order to reevaluate the role played by the sense of taste in *la langue humaine*.

For Heidegger, the insect lives, but it does not exist. His discussion of insects focuses on moths, beetles, but most importantly bees. The task is to show that the animality, of which insects are exemplary, relates to being and the world in a quite different way from humans. Humans may *attend* to the world. Insects are merely *captivated* by things in the world. Humans can *be* insects. Insects can merely *behave*. Insects, then, display the difference between *being* and *behaving*. As such, they do not truly relate to the world but are *given over* to the world, *taken or captured* by things. The world is *given* to humans. Insects are *given over* to the world.

---


37 Similarly, the moth’s relation to the flame, for Heidegger, shows that the moth does not attend to the world or the flame but merely behaves. The moth does not attend to the flame because it is a captive to its own light-seeking behavior. Heidegger, *The Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics*, 251. Cixous thinks the insect and the flame alongside *love*: ‘You never do see the presence of a gleam of memory in the unknown person you accidentally love [*aimé*]. And yet perhaps we flung ourselves [nous nous sommes peut-être jetés] at his façade faces pressed to the window of this visage the way an insect [comme l’insecte; there’s no ‘way’ in the French] fluttering toward the light receives the command to fling itself into the flames [se jeter dans le brasier]’. Hélène Cixous, *Manhattan: Letters from Prehistory*, trans. Beverley Bie Brabik (New York: Fordham University Press, 2007), 105; *Manhattan: Lettres de la Préhistoire* (Paris: Galliède, 2002), 138. One does not so much *fall* in love as *fling or throw* oneself into love as a moth to a flame. It is noteworthy that in the original hand-written manuscript of *Manhattan*, the writer-that-Cixous-is seems, at first, to have been thinking about falling in love before some insect flutters toward her with the command to refrain from falling in order to illuminate the throws of love. She strikes the fall through, which is omitted from the published text. In the Cixous Archive at the Bibliothèque nationale de France one may read: ‘Et pourtant nous nous sommes peut-être jetés sur sa façade (tombés) écrasés...’; *Manhattan, Manuscript autographi*, 109. Perhaps love (maybe even *être*) is a way by which humans are captivated by the other; the other that is not so much given to them (as Heidegger would have us believe) but rather the beloved other to which even humans and Dasein are given over.
He gives the example of a beetle’s ‘relation’ to the blade of grass. For the beetle, it ‘is not a blade of grass at all’. It is not something that can become hay to feed cows, but is rather ‘simply a beetle-path [Käferweg] on which the beetle specifically seeks beetle-nourishment [Käfernahrung], and is not just any edible matter [Fressbaren] in general’.

Heidegger’s ‘beetle-path’ intersects with Gilles Deleuze and Hélène Cixous, as well as what is sought and found there. Deleuze frames the entire denotable world of things as ‘edible’ with an analysis of a Lewis Carroll’s duck and its relation to a worm (possibly a caterpillar or an insect larva). The duck finds it because it is edible. Deleuze cites Carroll, who has the duck say, ‘when I find a thing [quand je trouve une chose] ... it is generally a frog or a worm [c’est en général une grenouille ou un ver]’. Vermin are for finding and eating. Whether on the duck-path or the beetle-path, one finds in order to kill, devour, ingest, or introject. The blade of grass is to Heidegger’s beetle as the worm is to Deleuze’s duck.

Cixous, however, scuttles to and fro between Heideggerian paths [Wege] and Deleuzian finds [trouvailles]. She finds a path that escapes from both as she displaces the act of finding from the predator to the prey and dislocates the path from the beetle to the predator that seeks and finds beetles. Between Heidegger’s ‘beetle-path’ (on which the beetle finds beetle nourishment) and Deleuze’s duck-path (on which the duck finds ‘the worm as duck nourishment’) is Cixous’s beetle that finds itself beyond the path of appropriation and rather on the path of its predatory other. Instead of being found on its own path, it finds itself on the other’s path. ‘The beetle lies in the path of the lizard / Le scarabée se trouve justement sur le chemin du lézard’. The beetle does more than simply lie there on its back. It finds itself [se trouve] on the lizard-path and does so quite rightly; justly [justement]. Cixous’s beetle is a parable of justice. Justice emerges in finding oneself on the very path that seems to forbid it – where one is supposed to find only the edible other – the predatory path that balances between either the finding of only those to eat or the found as only those to be eaten.

As ‘edible matter’, in its relation to death, the beetle survives on the edge of the event; on the path of the event (be it the event of a duck, lizard, or Derrida’s ‘geological or geothermal catastrophe’). Cixous reveals the crack [lésarde] in the path of the lizard [chemin du lézard]. Her beetle not only finds its own nourishment (with which it is supposed to be utterly captivated) but finds and discovers itself as the other’s nourishment; that other that is captivated by the beetle, itself. In relating to death and finding itself edible it slips through the cracks and breaks free from the lizard-path and the Heideggerian ‘beetle-path’, the two paths on which it was previously captive; surviving and escaping, a little less captivated. Only in this precarious moment, at a time when all involved think that ‘le scarabée est cuit’ – that the beetle is toast; its goose cooked (to borrow from Braheic’s translation) – does it live-on, evading its own behavior as surviving another’s behavior. Prior to this, the beetle was dead meat on a lizard-, duck-, or even Dasein-path. Yet the event insects the path: ‘Just when the man is about to scoop it up ... the beetle scuttles off ... and exits the scene alive [Au moment où l’homme s’apprête à le ramasser ... le scarabée repart ... et sort de la scène vivant]’.

Both Heidegger and Schelling address experiments in which the thorax of an insect is cut away. Schelling recounts that once the hind-parts of a maggot or butterfly are removed from the head, ‘they still undertake all sorts of motions’. In a bit more detail, Heidegger revisits an experiment by the biologist, Jakob von Uexküll, where a bee is placed before a bowl of ‘so much honey that the bee was unable to suck up the honey all at once. It begins to suck and then after awhile’ stops sucking and flies off, upon recognizing — apparently — that there is too much honey for it to ingest. But, ‘if its abdomen is carefully cut away while it is sucking, a bee will simply carry on regardless even while the honey runs out of the bee from behind’. Heidegger believes that this shows, ‘conclusively’, that ‘the bee by no means recognizes the presence of too much honey’, nor even ‘the absence of its abdomen’. Therefore, ‘the bee is simply taken by its food’.

Though, earlier, he had warned his readers that ‘it is questionable whether what we call human seeing is animal seeing’, here, Heidegger is all-too-human. He seems confidently to proclaim the tongue, alone, to be the instrument of taste for animals, when he states: ‘we can anatomically identify the eyes, ears, and tongue with which the animal sees, hears, and tastes’. In his discussion of the bee experiment, its wings are limited to instruments of flying away once it is satiated and its mouthparts – as taken by, or captivated by, food – are only allowed to relate to something as food. But contact chemoreception suggests that these relations do not exhaust the capacities of wings, legs, and mouthparts in the realm

---

40 Cixous, Manhattan: Letters from Prehistory, 89, 115 (emphasis added).
41 Schelling, First Outline of a System of the Philosophy of Nature, 146, fn.
of insects. He has been misled down an erroneous Daseinweg by his assumption of the exemplary function of insects in biology. Cutting away the thorax deprives the bee of certain chemoreceptors and denies it certain taste-based behavior.

No wonder Heidegger finds the bee taken by its food, since he cuts away part of its capacity to relate to a thing beyond that thing’s mere edibility; sections away the very receptors that allow insects to be less captivated by matter-as-food. Heidegger, the anti-Kafka, sects experiments with a reverse-metamorphosis: one morning this bee finds itself inexplicably transformed from an insect into a monstrous human. The sociality of the sects and sex of insects (exemplary, as Heidegger would have it, in this case more so than other animals) discloses that the sense of taste (as contact chemoreception) can do much more than simply eat. In fact, does not this discrepancy at least invite the possibility that the sense of taste is precisely what does not eat? Of course one tastes as one eats, but a tasted or ‘tastable’ object is not necessarily to be eaten; e.g., kissing or oral sex. And, perhaps, it is worth considering that insofar as one tastes something, one is not (or not yet) properly eating it and insofar as one is eating ‘edible matter’, one is not (or no longer) truly tasting it. As such, eating amounts to tasting. (Perhaps tasting is to eating as gift is to economy or justice is to law.) If it is the case, as studies try to show, that chemoreception in insects does not simply relate to food, edible matter, or nourishment (but also, for example, to the selection of future queens as well as sexual partners or the recognition of nestmates) then Uexküll’s bee experiment may show how the oral-organs of an insect can be captivated by food, but it does not necessarily follow that the bee is the case for the insect-organism, on the whole.

Since Dasein or human being is limited to tasting with its tongue (only one of its mouthparts), one could go so far as to say that what Heidegger is actually doing (through Uexküll’s experiment) is surgically manipulating the insect into a creature that tastes by its mouth, alone, thereby depicting the bee as more human than insect.46 Heidegger defines this insect at its least insect-like. In bisecting an insect from its thorax, precisely its insechhood is sectioned away. The experiment, at its core, is an insectectomy, rendering it more human than bee; closer to Being than bee-ing. Bee-halving does not uncover behaving but rather cuts the bee off from its very beeing and does more to disclose the behaving of human Being than the bee-having of insect beeing.

It is noteworthy that when Heidegger lists the possible senses of animals there is an odd omission of the sense of taste. ‘Yet animality must be so constituted in its specific manner of being in general that the potentiality for such possibilities as seeing, hearing, smelling, and touching [Sähen, Hören, Riechen, Tastenkönnen], belongs to it.’47 Perhaps Heidegger thinks smelling includes taste, no doubt familiar with Immanuel Kant’s claim that ‘smell is, so to speak, taste from a distance’.48 This omission is particularly cogent in regards to the taste-organs of insects in comparison to Heidegger’s dissociated definition of an organ, insofar as it limits and defines the capability of an organism.

---

46 ‘Let us imagine that Kafka wrote a novel about the bureaucratic world of ants or about the Castle of termites: in that case, he would have ... written ... a dark novel, a realist novel, an idealist novel, a roman-a-clef-genre that one could find in the Prague school ... None of these were part of Kafka’s writing project. Had he written about the justice of the ants or the castle of the termites, the whole realm of metaphors, realist or symbolist, would have returned’; Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari, Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature, trans. Dana Polan (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986), 38.

47 The anthropomorphism haunting bisected insect experiments is further discernible in George Orwell’s 1940 essay, ‘Notes on the Way’, where he compares an insect ‘cut in half’ to human beings and the severed thorax of a wasp to the soul of ‘modern man’.
An organ is, for Heidegger, stamped by an organism with a particular capacity for sense. He only directly explains this in terms of the eye and seeing:

The organ, the eye, for example is surely for seeing with. This ‘for seeing’ is not some arbitrary property which applies to the eye, but is the essence of the eye. The eye, the organ of sight, is for seeing ... every living being can only ever see with its eyes.50

Can the essence of Heideggerian organs be translated into the chemoreceptive organs of insects? Insects stamp their organs a bit differently. It may be the case that every human being ‘can only ever’ taste ‘with its’ tongue. Yet, by way of chemoreception, it would not necessarily be the case that ‘every living being’ can only ever taste with its tongue; nor that every living being can only ever touch with its limbs; nor that every living being can only ever fly with its wings. Of course, Heidegger could easily be amended to respond that every living being can only receive chemical stimuli (on par with the human senses of taste and smell) with its chemoreceptive organs. The contact chemoreceptions of taste and smell (along with the fact that those chemoreceptions occur simultaneously with the non-chemical contact reception of touch sensations in insects) call into question Heidegger’s understanding of organs and, at the very least, do not fit so neatly into his schema.51

Further, it is quite likely that Heidegger is stressing the ownness, eigen, or appropriate phenomenological insularity of one’s own sense organ when he emphasizes the possessive pronoun ‘its’. Yet wouldn’t the memory transference study on ant trophallaxis problematize such a claim of phenomenal appropriation, as well? If an olfactory memory can be transferred during trophallaxis, then it becomes difficult to maintain, for example, that an ant can only ever smell and taste with its mouthparts.

The story Heidegger recounts of insect sexuality would be a perversion, in the clinical sense, and is almost a perfect parable of the two fundamental human drives according to psychoanalysis. But whereas there is always an ambivalence between the two primal human drives for Freud (no love uncontaminated by hate, and vice versa), Heidegger’s point would be that there could be no such ambivalence in the insect precisely because it is not being-with the other, but merely captivated by the other (a non-ambivalent disjunction: either love or hate, always dissociated from its opposite). He describes this ‘as being driven from one drive to another’.52 Heidegger does not attribute the story to a specific insect, but it is one often associated with the sexual cannibalism or nuptial aggression of the Praying Mantis though it is also found in some crickets and even some toads.

Schelling reminds us that ‘insects, even after the major organs (head and heart) are taken from them, still exercise technical drive and [also] reproduce’.53 Heidegger goes into more detail with a story of oral insect perversion:54

The comportment of insects within the instinctual sphere we describe as the sexual drive offers us one of the most striking examples of this peculiarly eliminative character proper to all behavior. It is well known that after copulation many female insects devour the male of the species. After copulation the sexual aspect disappears [this is the end of the story for Schelling’s Romanticism], the male acquires the character of prey and is eliminated. The one animal is never there for the other simply as a living creature but [and here’s the non-ambivalent either/or] is only there for it either as sexual partner or as prey – in either case only in some form of ‘away’. Behavior as such is always some form of elimination.55

It should be mentioned that, oftentimes, such sexual cannibalism is observed more in captivity than in the field and even though it may be clear that, as prey, the male is a form of ‘away’, it is not entirely clear how, as sexual partner, it is a form of ‘away’. This dissociation of drives or relations does not always hold, since the male seems to be able to hold the character of prey and sexual partner at the same time. The female may

50 Heidegger, The Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics, 218-219. A paper focused on insects confronted here, with Heidegger’s generalization of the seeing-organ cannot refrain from referring to one of Chomsky’s comments on organ complexity. ‘Then you look around at organisms in the world, and it turns out they’re all mixed up. There are some that have both the insect compound eye and the mammalian lens eye, just in different parts of the body ... that’s not a general theory; it’s just a highly specific account of how this particular development took place. If you look at the next organ, you don’t know’; Noam Chomsky, The Generative Enterprise Revisited (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2004), 179 (italics added).

51 Heidegger almost directly displays a certain unopenness to contact chemoreception when he tries to make a connection between the organs of higher animals with the behavior of unicellular organisms in terms of touch. When ‘one of these apparent limbs of an animal comes into contact with another animal consisting of the same substance it never flows over into the other or combines with the cellular content of the other. This means that the organ is retained within the capacity of touch...’; Heidegger, The Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics, 225. As illuminating as this is in terms of the sense of touch, it perhaps does not go without saying that it would so easily apply to the touch of a chemoreceptor that is always more than mere contact.

53 Schelling, First Outline of a System, 146; fn.
54 Perverse insofar as decapitation would be a form of reverse-castration by which the female insect renders the male what, in psychoanalytic terms, is called a partial object; all genital instead of a cohesive body, much like the mother is rendered a mere breast by the human infant during the oral phase of sexual development.
55 Heidegger, Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics, 250 (emphasis added).
biting off the head of the male prior to, or even during, copulation and it has been suggested that this may be a way by which she, upon decapitating him, forces the movements of his body to be even more rigorous in its delivery of sperm. So it seems that the headless male, as such, could have the characters of both prey and partner, simultaneously.

Heidegger further develops eliminative behavior to explain the rejection of external stimuli. This behavior is negative because Heidegger believes it arises 'because the animal's behavior expresses a kind of rejection on the part of the animal with respect to what it relates to ... In rejecting things from itself we see the animal's self-absorption'. As such, both his conceptions of rejection and self-absorption are heavily reliant on the example he has just given on the sexual cannibalism of insects—a very oral or taste-based phenomenon—either in the chemoreceptors that help in choosing the partner by tasting him, or in the mouthparts that will in turn devour him. (Although in being devoured the other is perhaps no longer tasted, as suggested above.)

Perhaps this very mode of rejecting the world which is simultaneously a self-absorption is an evolutionary remnant that Freud postulates as the beginnings of the death drive in humans on the cellular or even pre-cellular level. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud gives us his own account of rejection and self-absorption. The cortical layer of the bubble [Bläschchen] or vesicle (which is not quite a 'cell') that dies off does so in order to check the nature of external stimuli. He writes: 'it is enough to take small specimens of the external world, to sample it [zu verkosten] in small quantities'. Four years later, he adds to this insight by moving from the physical cell to the psychical unconscious. 'It is as though the unconscious stretches out feelers [Fühler] ... towards the external world and hastily withdraws them as soon as they have sampled [verkostet haben] the excitations coming from it'. In each case, the German word being translated for the verb to sample is verkosten, whose root, kosten, along with schmecken, are the two words in the German language for the act or sense of tasting. In perception, the ego or the unconscious—and, perhaps, even the most primitive biological celluloid—spends its life projecting a thousand little tongues (which would be non-oral tongues) into the world in an inexhaustible game of cathexis and protection. What Freud calls cathexis seems but a hair's breadth away from what Heidegger calls self-absorption and Freudian protection could perhaps be translated into the Heideggerian animal rejecting things from itself.

Where insects were, egos will be.

These feelers-that-taste, Fühler-that-kosten, by which Freud explains the ambivalence between the libido and the death drive is so apt to describe the contact chemoreception of insects (i.e., antennae, but also legs, wings, and abdomens) that it almost hard to believe that these are not exactly the anatomical and physiological analogues he had in mind all along, though he makes no direct reference to them. It may be that the human tongue, itself, is that very link between phylogensis and ontogenesis for which Freud so tirelessly searched and theorized. The psyche functions as bug, by which it is ever haunted as if it had committed an insect. It samples the world as an ant tastes its nestmate. The logic of reality-testing, if not the very vocation of the unconscious, is an interiorization of the capacities of ancient full-body tongues that once crawled all over the ground or flew through the air. Feelers that taste seem destined to come about in beings that come to taste only with tongues anchored in their mouths; psychic reminiscences of contact that, 'once upon a time', tested worlds and tasted pleasures from which they are now ever exiled. As yet, human being relies on its oral behavior and the speaking animal is an unconscious animal because it has a bug scuttling about in its mouth.
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